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Recipe: ‘Cheesecake’
Today I´m going to speak about cheesecake.
It is a dessert that comes from Greece and the Roman Empire.
Ingredients
200gr of Fontaneda Digestive
biscuits
80gr of butter
100gr of liquid cream
500gr of Philadelphia cheese
300ml of milk
175gr of sugar
2 envelopes of Royal curd
1 jar of strawberry jam
100gr of berries
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Instructions
Shred the biscuits, add the melted butter and work
the mixture. Place it in a round mold. Leave cool
10 minutes in the fridge.
On the other side, bring the milk in a boil to
medium heat; add the cream, the Philadelphia and
the sugar. Once all is melted, add the envelopes of
Royal curd.
Pour the mix on the base of biscuits. Leave cool in
the fridge for 6 hours.
Cover the cake with strawberry jam and decorate
the cake with berries. Remove from the mold and
it is ready to taste.
By Laura Merino Ortega (6ºA)

Recipe: ‘pie’
Ingredients
One patty dough
200gr tomato
400gr tuna
200gr bacon
30gr onion
50gr olives
200gr mozzarella cheese
A pinch of oregano
One egg

Instructions
1. Extend the base of the dough.
2. Spread the tomato.
3. Add the tuna all over the base.
4. Add the bacon.
5. Cut the onion (very thin) and add it; then, sauté
with olives and oregano.
6. Cover with the other dough.
7. Close by pressing the edges with a fork.
8. Separate the egg (white) from the yolk.
9. Paint the upper base.
10. Bake in the oven at 180º for 25 minutes.
By Yeray Mendoza Varo (6ºA)

Recipe: ‘Brownie’
Ingredients
½ cup of butter
2 large eggs
1 cup of all-purpose flour
1 cup of semisweet chocolate
chips
½ cup of brown sugar
½ cup of chopped walnuts
Vanilla
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Instructions
Preheat the oven at 175º.
Grease a 20x20cm pan.
Combine butter and chocolate chips in saucepan
on low heat. Stir often until melted. Do not
overheat. Remove to a hot pad.
Beat the eggs in a mixing bowl until frothy. Add
sugar and vanilla. Beat to mix the ingredients. Add
the chocolate mixture to this mixture. Stir.
Add flour and walnuts. Stir just until moistened.
Bake into the oven for 25 minutes. Cool the
brownie in the fridge before cutting.
By David Ávila Martín (6ºA)

Recipe: ‘Rice Pudding’
Ingredients
One litre and a half of milk
250gr of round rice
1 cinnamon stick
1 lemon skin
50gr of butter
200gr of cream cooking
150gr of sugar
Cinnamon on dust
A splash of anise (optional)

Instructions
1. In a large pot, put the milk with the rice, the
cinnamon stick and the lemon peel. Cook over at
very low heat, circling very often, about 30
minutes.
2. Add the butter, the cream, the sugar and simmer
another 10 minutes at slow heat; always giving
turns during cooking to make it creamy.
3. Dump into containers, sprinkle with cinnamon on
dust, and ready to serve it.
By Elena Pérez Cabello (6ºA)

Recipe: ‘Vegetable broth’
Ingredients
100gr of celery
100gr of turnip
120gr of carrot
120gr of leek
50gr of fennel
1,3 litres of water
Salt and parsley

Instructions
1. Pour all the vegetables in a cooking pot; add water
to cover the vegetables.
2. Add salt; and let it boil for 40 minutes.
3. Then, strain the broth and ready to eat.

By Paula González Henares (6ºA)

Recipe: ‘Chocolate cake’
Ingredients
A yogurt
200gr of flour
50gr of walnuts
200gr of melted chocolate
4 eggs
2 teaspoons of baking powder
2 teaspoons of sugar
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Instructions
Put the flour, the sugar and the baking powder in
the bowl. Then, mix these ingredients.
Then, add the yogurt and the eggs. Mix them until
the mixture is smooth.
Pour the melted chocolate slowly, as well as the
walnuts, and mix them.
Next, pour the mixture into a greased baking tin.
Finally, introduce the cake into the oven and bake
it for 25 minutes at 180º. Leave the cake to cool
for 2 hours.
By Araceli Servián Pérez (6ºB)

Recipe: ‘Lentils’
Ingredients
3 garlic
1 green pepper
1 tomato
1 small onion
2 potatoes
1 bay leaf
The half of an oil’ glass
10gr of salt
½ kg of lentils
1,5 litres of water
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Instructions
Clean the lentils; and put them to cook until they
are soaked (2 hours approximately).
Add all the vegetables to the lentils, and stew
everything for 20 minutes.
Once stewed everything, take out all the
vegetables and pass with the blender and return to
the lentils. Let the mixture boil for 5 minutes, so
that the broth stays together with lentils.
Once stewed, take it out to serve and enjoy it!

By Marina Muñoz Luque (6ºB)

Recipe: ‘Garlic chicken’
Ingredients
500gr of chicken
3 or 4 cloves of garlic
2 tablespoons of oil
A carrot
A pinch of salt and pepper
A glass of wine
0,5 litres of water
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Instructions
Pepper the chicken.
Put the oil in a pan or a casserole; add the garlic
cloves and fry them.
Then, throw the chicken and fry it.
Add the wine, the water, and the carrot (cut into
small squares). Let it boil until the water reduces.
Enjoy this dish!
By Celia Armero Rodríguez (6ºB)

Recipe: ‘Meatballs in almond sauce’
Ingredients
500gr of minced pork
1 small onion
150gr of almond
½ beer can
1 tablespoon of salt
2 tablespoons of oil
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Instructions
First, peel the onion and cut it.
Then, put the oil into a casserole at low heat, with
the onion.
Mix the onion with the minced pork and the
almonds.
Next, add the beer.
Last, add water and cook them for 30 minutes.
By Araceli Morante Moreno (6ºB)

Recipe: ‘Croquettes’
Today´s recipe are very delicious croquettes.
The croquettes are very simple to make.
Ingredients
100gr of tuna
Half a litre of milk
5 tablespoons of flour
20gr of nutmeg
30gr of butter
Half a litre of cooked broth
2 eggs
300gr of minced bread
A pinch of salt
100ml of oil
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Instructions
The butter and flour are mixed in a pan; then the
milk is added.
The nutmeg is thrown into the mixture, and the
broth is seasoned and oiled for five minutes.
Put the tuna; remove the sauce, and let it cool in a
bowl.
Then, breaded the croquettes in egg and bread, and
finally, fry them in oil.

By Natalia Montes Guzmán (6ºB)

Recipe: ‘My Grandmother´s muffins’
It is a traditional bun from France or Spain of uncertain origin.
Ingredients
10 eggs
½ litre of oil
½ hg of sugar
½ kg of flour
A packet of yeast
Molds
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Instructions
Beat all the eggs, and then add the rest of the
ingredients, and beat again.
Let it ferment for 15 minutes.
Fill the molds with the dough (by using a
spoon).
The molds are placed in the oven at 180º for
25 minutes. Then, let them cool.
By Inés Jurado Lara (6ºC)

Recipe: ‘Cake of 3 chocolates’
This cake is a cake that contains three types of chocolate and a base of biscuit.
Ingredients
150gr of dark chocolate
150gr of milk chocolate
150gr of white chocolate
150gr of sugar
90gr of butter
½ litre of milk
150gr of biscuits
1 litre of cream
3 packets of junket
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Instructions
Mix the cream with the milk; divide the mixture
into three portions and reserve them.
Crush the biscuits to make the base. Mix the butter
with the crushed biscuits. Then, pout the mixture
in a mold, and reserve it in the fridge.
Put the dark chocolate into the pot with a half-litre
of the reserved mixture (from point 1). Add 50 gr
of sugar and 1 packet of junket. Heat this mixture.
Stir the mixture until you have a homogeneous
mixture.
Pour this mixture over the base of biscuits.
Repeat the steps 3-4-5 with milk chocolate.
Repeat the steps 3-4-5 with white chocolate.
When the three layers of chocolate are over the
base of biscuits, leave the cake in the fridge for two
hours.
By Lola Molina Prieto (6ºC)

Recipe: ‘Rice with Vegetables and Tail’
Ingredients
One tail
300gr of rice
1 carrot
1 onion
1 leek
1 tomato
2 artichokes
2 chives
2 garlic cloves
Some chopped parsley
Meat broth
Salt and pepper
Oil
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Instructions
Chop the tail and put it to cook in a casserole with
the vegetables (carrot, onion, leek, tomato,
chives), salt and water. This process it takes about
3 hours.
When it is done, remove the tail; cut the vegetables
and put them to poach in a pan with a little oil.
When it is poached, add the artichoke cut in
julienne.
Sauté and add the rice.
Mix all the ingredients very well and add the broth
and salt.
Cook for 15 minutes and add the tail again.
Cook for another 15 minutes with the casserole
covered.
Before serving, sprinkle with chopped parsley.
By Lucía Parra Gordillo (6ºC)

Recipe: ‘Fried Cookies’
Ingredients
One puff pastry cookies
package
One envelope of vanilla flan
Half a litre of milk
2 eggs
Oil
Sugar
Ground cinnamon
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Instructions
Put to heat the milk, by reserving a glass to dilute
the envelope of flan. Once dissolved, it is added to
the milk and let it boil.
Remove from the heat once it begins to boil.
Take the cookies and put a layer of flan between
two cookies.
Take this ‘big cookie’, soak it in milk, and then
soak it in the beaten eggs.
Fry each ‘big cookie’ in a pan with hot oil (little
time). Finally, once each ‘big cookie’ is fried, soak
them in a bowl with a mix of sugar and cinnamon.
These cookies are left to cool for 30 minutes.

By Antonio Jesús Castellano Alcántara (6ºC)
Recipe: ‘Chocolate Muffins’
Ingredients for making handmade and fluffy chocolate muffins.
This is an easy recipe for 24 muffins.
Ingredients
300gr of wheat flour
60gr of pure cocoa powder
100ml of extra virgin olive oil
100ml of sunflower oil
250ml of milk
3 eggs
200gr of white sugar
A pinch of salt
One envelope of Royal yeast
50gr of nuts (optional)

Instructions
1. Shell the eggs, put them in a bowl and add sugar.
Then, beat these ingredients until the sugar is
dissolved.
2. Gradually, add the oil, both olive and sunflower
ones, and mix them. Add salt too.
3. Then, pour the milk and mix.
4. Add the flour and the Royal yeast, by passing them
through a strainer.
5. Finally, add the cocoa powder by passing it
through the strainer, and mix everything again
until there isn´t lumps.
6. Let the dough rest in the fridge for at least 30
minutes (Very important).
7. Preheat the oven at 200º; meantime fill the silicone
molds with the dough (about ¾ parts of the mold).
8. Introduce the molds in the oven and bake for 1518 minutes.
9. The muffins will be ready when they begin to
brown. If you have doubts, do the stick test: click
a muffin with a stick, and if it comes out without
any stuck remains, they are ready.
10. Let them cool at least one hour once they are
outside the oven.
By Alba Arroyo Pérez (6ºC)

Recipe: ‘Stuffed Courgettes’
Ingredients
2 courgettes
1 small can of peppers
1 onion
7-8 prawns
Some grated cheese
½ glass of bechamel
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Instructions
First, peel the courgettes and chop them.
Then, peel and chop the onion. Chop the peppers
too.
Fry the onion with the prawns, the chopped pepper
and the bechamel. When it is done, remove from
the heat.
Next, fill the courgettes with the mixture.
Then, put grated cheese over the mixture.
Last, bake the courgettes in the oven for 10-12
minutes.
By Aurora Álamos Ruiz (6ºC)

